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In May of 1837, a financial panic sent the U.S. economy into a collapse. Catharine
Sedgwick witnessed up close the particularly dire effects of the collapse in New York City,
where fortunes vanished overnight. In response, she wrote her sketch “Who and What Has Not
Failed.” Her sketch begins on the eve of the wedding of her friend “Helen J.,” whose father is
one of those men whose fortunes vanished overnight. At first, it seems that Helen’s wedding will
not go forward, but over the course of her sketch, Sedgwick enumerates all of the things that she
discovers in the ensuing days have not failed: the moon, books, “kindness and fidelity in
domestic service,” the love of family members for one another, nature, and the integrity and
enterprise of certain men of business. In the end, Helen J. goes forward with her wedding: she
has been so well-schooled in “domestic economy” by her mother that she can “indulge in the
luxury of marrying the man [she] love[s].”
Alas, it was not possible for the Catharine Maria Sedgwick Society to go forward with its
planned symposium in Schenectady in June 2020 in the wake of the pandemic and
accompanying economic collapse, particularly in higher education. Exercising an abundance of
caution, we made our decision to postpone the symposium earlier than many large organizations
decided to cancel or postpone conferences. However, because we are a small organization, it
took us longer to negotiate with our hotel and conference venue. By the time we announced our
decision, it was abundantly clear that holding the event would have been impossible. In an
uncertain world, planning ahead is difficult, and we need to be careful to protect our modest
financial resources. We are, as Catharine Sedgwick would certainly approve, practicing a form of
domestic economy.
In the meantime, we are working towards arranging some virtual programming on recent
Sedgwick scholarship—watch your e-mail for more details. And we are happy to publish in this
newsletter an update about the Catharine Maria Sedgwick Online Letters project and a report by
Gilbert and Valerie Lewthwaite on the results of their research into the prototype for “Frank
Stuart” in Sedgwick’s story “Modern Chivalry” (1826—retitled “The Chivalric Sailor” in Tales
and Sketches). The Lewthwaites first reported on their early research in our Fall 2004 newsletter.
Melissa J. Homestead
University of Nebraska, Lincoln
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Catharine Maria Sedgwick Online Letters Project Update June 2020
Greetings from the Catharine Maria Sedgwick Online Letters project editors! As you
know, CMSOL received a three-year NEH grant to publish Sedgwick's letters digitally. What
you may not know is that CMSOL is also one of four founding editions of the Massachusetts
Historical Society's new "Primary Source Cooperative." After working throughout 2018 with a
group of documentary editors -- we Sedgwickians included -- on the planning grant for this
NHPRC-Mellon funded opportunity, MHS was awarded a three-year, $1,000,000
implementation grant in late 2019. This funding supports the creation of a digital publications
hub at MHS that begins with these four editions but is designed to be expandable to incorporate
new online projects in ensuing years. This collaboration was one key to our success with NEH,
as the MHS provided guidance with our editorial processes, technological support, and a stable
digital platform.
While the pandemic has made it impossible to enlarge our inventory and has put an extra
strain on our time due to the transition to online teaching, we have continued to work this spring.
We are transcribing, verifying, and tagging; refining our editorial policies and practices;
developing searchable lists of names and subjects; and teaching graduate students to assist in
these processes. We cannot, however, fulfill our previous promise to make the first portion of the
CMSOL digital archive available in 2020; our involvement with MHS puts us on their timetable
to have test sites accessible in late 2021.
If you would like to be involved in the project by doing initial transcriptions of
Sedgwick’s letters, please let one of us know. We have guidelines to help you help us!

Pat Kalayjian

pkalayjian@csudh.edu

Cindy Damon-Bach

ldamonbach@salemstate.edu

Deb Gussman

Deborah.Gussman@Stockton.edu
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The letter above is one of the many documents which the Catharine Maria Sedgwick
Online Letters Project is digitizing. In this letter, dated Jan 8, 1798, Catharine Maria
Sedgwick writes to her sister, Frances Pamela Sedgwick (later Watson). From the
Catharine Maria Sedgwick I Papers at the Massachusetts Historical Society.
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Sedgwick’s “The Chivalric Sailor” – Fact or Fiction?
By Gilbert and Valerie Lewthwaite
For several years we have indulged in a
particular, not to say peculiar, obsession: testing
Catharine M. Sedgwick’s assertion in the
opening paragraph of “The Chivalric Sailor” that
the “leading incidents of the following tale are
true.” In pursuit of the 18th century facts, we
have delved into archives in America, England,
France and the Caribbean. We have visited
every location in Sedgwick’s book. We have
now written two books based on our research.
One is fact, the other fiction. They invite
consideration in tandem because one gives the
historical background to the romantic
denouement of the other. But more of that later.
In 1768, a well-bred young English teenager
follows her beau to America disguised as a
cabin-boy, is put into forced labor alongside the
enslaved persons on a Maryland tobacco farm, is
rescued by a young American sailor who risks
the lash to smuggle her home, and, years later, in
1782, is able to repay the favor by persuading
her husband, the Governor of Antigua, to release
her erstwhile rescuer from British imprisonment
as a Revolutionary War privateer. An
extraordinary adventure, if true. Our first
challenge: to establish whether there really was a
“Perdita,” and who, if fact, she was.
In Search of Perdita
Sedgwick wrote that “Perdita” reached America
by disguising herself as a cabin-boy aboard a
ship bound for the colonies. Months later, she
was rescued from forced labor when a young
American seaman smuggled her home to
England. Our research has identified that Perdita
was a cabin boy on Captain John Coward’s
tobacco ship Integrity, and that she returned to
England on Captain Adam Coxen’s Hazard. The
shipping records of the Maryland Historical
Society, Baltimore, confirm that Coward’s
“Integrity” and Coxen’s Hazard both made

annual trans-Atlantic voyages in the 1760s,
when Sedgwick had “Perdita” crossing the
ocean. Both operated out of the port town of
Oxford, on the eastern shore of Maryland’s
Chesapeake Bay, where Sedgwick located
“Perdita’s” American adventure.
According to Sedgwick, when the runaway girl’s
ruse was discovered, the captain called her
“Perdita,” after the lost child in Shakespeare’s
The Winter’s Tale, and put her to work in the
kitchen and fields of his tobacco farm, which our
research identified as Plinhimmon. Plinhimmon
sits still today beside the waters of the
Chesapeake, outside of the port of Oxford. The
structural basis of the Maryland episode of
Sedgwick’s story was unquestionably solid.
The Easton Gazette, the local paper for the
Talbot County area of Maryland, where
“Perdita” was described as laboring at
Plinhimmon, printed Sedgwick’s story in 1826,
more than half a century after the events.
Sedgwick, a leading woman of post-colonial
letters, did not write specifically for such a
parochial outlet. “The Chivalric Sailor,” initially
under the title “Modern Chivalry,” had been
printed earlier in the more illustrious magazines
of New York and Philadelphia.
In those pre-copyright days, it was quite normal
for a traveler, on seeing a story of some
particular interest in a distant magazine, to bring
it home and submit it for publication in the local
newspaper. Accompanying the first of two
installments of Sedgwick’s story in the Easton
Gazette, on December 16, 1826, was a letter
from the reader who submitted it for re-printing.
It was signed simply “C.” Its significance is that,
at a time much closer to the actual events, the
letter indicated “C’s” personal familiarity with
the “Perdita” chapter in Oxford. “C’s” letter
reveals a number of concerns regarding the
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events in Sedgwick’s story. In the Easton
Gazette C wrote: “In sending you for republication the enclosed chivalrous and pathetic
story, a part of the plot of which was unfolded in
our own county, it affords me pleasure to correct
one of the only aberrations from the genuine
truth of the characters displayed in the tale.”
“C” took particular issue with Sedgwick’s
description of the captain on whose boat Perdita
arrived in Oxford as “a coarse and illiterate
man,” and “as despotic as a Turkish pasha.” “C”
goes on to explain the captain’s history: “The
person to whom the interesting and delicate
fingered (cabin) boy bound himself was not only
an intelligent sea captain, but a well-bred
country gentleman who owned a fine estate
called Plinhimmon, adjoining the old town of
Oxford, where his family resided. Several
persons, still living, recollect him as a man of
character, well-esteemed, and of good feeling,
who moved in the best company of his day, and
living on the fat of a choice soil, aided by the
resources and foreign nick-nacks of a rich
merchant ship, entertained liberally and
handsomely,” proclaimed “C.” “C” also had
kind words for “the gallant tar who ran off with
the beautiful ‘Perdita,’” adding, he “has ever
continued the very soul of truth.” These words
clearly reflected “C’s” personal awareness of the
characters and events.
So well-known did the “Perdita” episode
become in Talbot County, that a local doctor and
amateur historian, Samuel Alexander Harrison,
conducted his own investigation into its veracity.
Citing “C’s” letter as part of the evidence, he
concluded “with almost absolute certainty” that
the story was true. Harrison’s conclusion was
recorded in the 1915 “History of Talbot County,
Maryland, 1651-1861” by Oswald J. Tilghman,
his son-in-law. According to Tilghman,
Sedgwick’s brother, Theodore, visited
Plinhimmon in 1825. The heirs of Captain John
Coward sold the estate in 1787 to the family of
Tench Tilghman, aide-de-camp to General
George Washington. Theodore Sedgwick, from
Berkshire, Massachusetts, was in Maryland for
the annual Easton cattle show and to meet the

state’s farmers, who were widely regarded as
national leaders in agriculture. Over the
Plinhimmon dinner table, Theodore Sedgwick
heard the story of “Perdita’s” uncomfortable
sojourn on the farm: Upon his return home Mr.
Sedgwick, who had treasured up the incidents,
rehearsed the story, as he had received it from
Mr. Tilghman to his sister, who at once, with the
eye of the true literary artist, saw in the narrative
material almost ready formed for a romance, and
immediately began to weave them, as no one
knew better how, upon the loom of her fancy
into the charming story of PERDITA,” wrote
Oswald Tilghman, adding, “It would probably
impair the enjoyment of the story if there should
be a statement made by the prying and tattling
annalist of how much of it is entitled to
credence, and how much must be put down to
the invention of the romancist. For the present
suffice it to say that as printed it contains enough
of truth to satisfy all but those most exigent of
facts, and enough of fancy to appease those who
crave only ‘such stuff as dreams are made on.’”
The “Perdita” story has maintained its
fascination over the years. In a 1971 booklet for
Maryland’s Oxford Museum, local historian
Jane Foster Tucker embraced “Perdita’s” arrival
in Oxford, noting, “The disguise of Perdita as a
lad, when she came on board the ‘Integrity’ must
have been perfect. And obviously she enacted
her role as a sailor boy to perfection, for her
disguise was not discovered until the ship was
nearing the shores of Maryland.” “Perdita’s”
appearance and demeanour gave Oxford locals
the impression she was “well born and bred,”
according to Tucker, but at Plinhimmon,
Coward’s family “rather looked upon her as one
of those trollops from London.” Tucker
continues on to explain “instead of receiving her
upon terms of equality they placed her in their
kitchen, and assigned to her the drudgery of a
menial.” The girl’s presence and plight in
Oxford became “the common talk of the town. It
is not surprising that she excited their
sympathies, and finally enlisted the services of a
susceptible, adventurous and courageous sailor.”
We are convinced that the first half of the
Sedgwick tale was, as she claimed, true:
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“Perdita” did arrive in Oxford as a runaway and
was rescued and returned home to England by a
young, local sailor. The truth becomes more
elusive in the second half of “The Chivalric
Sailor.” Throughout her adventure, according to
Sedgwick, “Perdita” refused to divulge her real
identity to protect her English family’s honor.
On her return home, her father, angry at her
rebellion, ordered her to marry a distant relative,
who became the Governor of Antigua during the
final days of the American Revolution.
The British governor of the Leeward Islands in
the early 1780s was Sir Thomas Shirley.
Problem: Shirley was widowed shortly before
his appointment to Antigua, and he did not remarry until decades later. We visited the family
home of his wife, Anna Maria Western, at
Rivenhall Place, Essex, and established that she
was 31 years old when she married Sir Thomas
in 1768, the same year the teenage “Perdita”
eloped to America.
The truth is there was no “Perdita” in the
Caribbean in 1782 when Sedgwick’s story had
her interceding with her husband, the governor,
for the release of her erstwhile rescuer following
his capture by the British as an American
privateer.

aboard Captain Adam Coxen’s Hazard, the very
ship on which Sedgwick had her heroine
smuggled home. Sedgwick also noted that
during the American revolution, her hero,
“Frank Stuart,” “commanded an armed
merchantman, and disputes with the noted
(John) Paul Jones the honour of having first
struck down the British flag.” On September 23,
1779, John Paul Jones, commander of the
American naval ship Bonhomme Richard
captured two British warships, the Serapis and
Countess of Scarborough, off the coast of the
British Isles, earning himself the eventual honor
of a tomb in the United States Naval Academy,
Annapolis. Three years earlier, in 1776, Stewart
Dean, sailed his first privateer, Beaver, to the
West Indies, where he linked up with Captain
Joseph Wight’s Enterprise to attack a convoy of
150 British merchant vessels, capturing the Earl
of Erroll, which he dispatched to Boston as his
first prize of the revolution, providing the basis
for him to dispute John Paul Jones’s claim to
fame.

Meet the Real “Chivalric Sailor”
Unable to establish the actual identity of
“Perdita,” we turned our focus to her rescuer,
named by Sedgwick in “The Chivalric Sailor” as
“Frank Stuart.” Sedgwick closed her story by
recalling that after his release in the Caribbean
and the end of the American Revolution, “Frank
Stuart” captained the second American trading
ship to China, as the new United States looked
for markets beyond the old British empire. The
second American merchant ship to China was
the Experiment. It sailed to Canton in 1785,
returning in 1787. It was captained by Stewart
Dean.
Nineteen years earlier, at the time that young
“Perdita” was in Maryland, Stewart Dean was
serving a three-year seaman’s apprenticeship

The above portrait of Stewart Dean is by
historical artist, Leonard F. Tantillo of
Albany, New York (reproduced with the
artist’s permission). Tantillo based this
portrait from a miniature that appeared in
William J. Wilgus’s 1942 “Life of Steward
Dean, a character of the American
Revolution.” This portrait is featured in the
New York State Museum’s exhibition.
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How did Sedgwick come by such details?
Clearly, she got the broad outlines of the story
first from her brother, Theodore, after his stay at
Plinhimmon. But the finer facts she got directly
from Dean, who, not uncoincidentally, was
related to her by marriage. In the footnote to her
novel, Sedgwick wrote that she met “Perdita’s
rescuer,” when he was retired. Sedgwick
recalled listening to him recount his “imminent
dangers and hair-breadth “scapes” to his
grandchildren: “Above all, he loves to dwell on
some of the particulars we have related,” she
wrote, confirming that Dean himself was the
source of factual material she used in her book.
In 1942, William J. Wilgus privately published
“The Life of Captain Stewart Dean. A character
of the American Revolution.” Copies of the
book are held in the Rare Books Section of the
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C., and the
New York State Library, Albany. Wilgus noted
that Sedgwick’s account of Dean’s capture in the
Caribbean closely matched the details in Dean’s
formal 1833 application for a military pension
before the Court of Common Pleas in Livingston
County, New York. The application is now held
in the National Archives in Washington, D.C.
He writes: “The latter’s basic facts are quite like
Miss Sedgwick’s, whose embroidery of romance
in respect to “Perdita” may be taken as partly
true and partly fictional as suits the reader. The
writer of this sketch for one, chooses to believe
that the part thus chargeable to romance is
essentially true.”
Wilgus was wrong. The romance was essentially
false. So much so that Sedgwick decided it could
not be directly associated with Dean, a man of
such honor that “C,” in submitting the story for
re-publication to the Easton Gazette, called him
“the very soul of truth.” In his pension
application, Dean specifically credited a Royal
Navy officer with helping arrange his release.
The papers of Captain Phillips Cosby, in the
Public Record Office of Northern Ireland,
Belfast, confirm that he organized the logistics
of Dean’s release from British captivity on
Antigua. In December, 1781,

Excerpt from Stewart Dean’s 1833
military pension application to the Court
of Common Pleas, Livingston County,
NY., describing the commissioning of his
privateer Nimrod, and his capture and
release in the Caribbean. Courtesy the
National Archives, Washington, D.C.
(Roll 780, Microfilm Publication M804).
Cosby was taking Lord Cornwallis and his
officers home to account for their defeat by
General George Washington at Yorktown,
Virginia, when his 74-gun ship Robust was
badly damaged in a storm. He transferred the
officers to another vessel and headed south to
the British naval base at Antigua for repairs.
There, Admiral George Brydges Rodney, the
British Navy Commander in the Caribbean, put
him in charge of assembling and escorting the
annual sugar convoy from the islands to
England, which is how he became involved in
Dean’s release on June 12th, 1782.
Inserting a grateful and enamored “Perdita” into
Dean’s Caribbean venture led Sedgwick to pen
this preface to her novel, “The assertion that a
tale is founded on fact, is a pious fraud of story
tellers, too stale to impose on any but the very
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young, or very credulous. We hope therefore,
not to be suspected of resorting to an expedient
that would expose our poverty without relieving
it, when we declare that the leading incidents of
the following tale are true – that they form, in
that district of a country where some of the
circumstances transpired, a favourite and well
authenticated tradition – and that our hero boasts
with well-earned self-complacency, that there is
no name better known than his from ‘Cape May
to the Head of Elk.’ That name, however
honourable as it is, must be suppressed, and we
here honestly beg the possessor’s pardon for
compelling him, for the first time in his life, to
figure under false colours.” And so Stewart
Dean became “Frank Stuart,” and fiction was
written alongside fact in “The Chivalric Sailor.”
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The books produced by our years of research are:
“The Sweetest Deal of the American Revolution.” This reveals how Sedgwick’s “Chivalric
Sailor,” Stewart Dean, was actually freed from British captivity in an extraordinary exchange for the
entire 1782 sugar harvest of the tropical island of St. Kitts.
Dean was an active patriot, who served the revolution by land and sea. In 1782, he sailed his second
privateer, Nimrod, from Philadelphia into the fray as the revolution that started with the Boston Tea Party
ended with a decisive fight over the Caribbean sugar bowl. Immediately, he found himself trapped in a
web of conflict, trade and diplomacy, from which he was extricated by England’s growing taste for the
18th century’s most valuable commodity – sugar.
Dean was captured by the British while anchored in the French-controlled harbor of St. Kitts in May,
1782. He was released three weeks later, not through any intervention by “Perdita” as Sedgwick wrote,
but through what literally was the sweetest deal of the American Revolution. Under it, England got its
sugar, France got its way, and Dean got his freedom.
The deal was extraordinary not only because of its terms, but because the French were in the Caribbean
specifically to sever England’s rich sugar trade with the colonial West Indies. So why were the French
allowing English ships to load the sugar harvest of an island they had just conquered?
We found the answer in a letter from the French commander on St. Kitts, François Claude Amour,
Marquis De Bouillé, marshal in the French army and governor of the French Windward Islands, to King
Louis XVI in Versailles, France. The letter is central to this story, never before told, of American
enterprise, English stoicism, and French self-interest during the Caribbean end-game of the revolution.

“Mari’s Way – Romance and Revolution.” This is a loose re-telling of “The Chivalric Sailor,”
magnified by as many real characters, incidents and locations in England, America, and the Caribbean, as
our research enabled us to establish from the clues in Sedgwick’s romantic adventure. Like the original,
it is an engaging mix of fact and fiction, reinforced by a strong historical framework of 18 th century
events on both sides of the Atlantic. Its romantic denouement springs from the sweetest deal of the
American Revolution.
The books are available, as paperbacks or Kindle ebooks, on www.Amazon.com.
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“To learn, to teach, to serve, to enjoy”:
The Legacy of Julia Ward Howe
To celebrate the 150th anniversary of our founding
by Julia Ward Howe, the Saturday Morning Club will
host a dinner and keynote address by Professor
Megan Marshall on Friday evening, June 11, 2021,
and a one-day symposium of papers on Saturday,
June 12, 2021.
Co-sponsored by Boston University’s College of
General Studies, the College of General
Studies Center for Interdisciplinary Teaching &
Learning, and the Harriet Beecher Stowe Society.
College of General Studies, Boston University,
Friday and Saturday, June 11 and 12, 2021
Affordable overnight on-campus accommodations will be available for reservation in early
2021. Please email stay@bu.edu if you have initial questions.
Details about registration fees, accommodations, and conference sessions will be
forthcoming.
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Sedgwick Society Membership
It is now easier to renew your annual
membership with the Sedgwick Society! Visit
our membership page and complete the form
with your contact information, then pay your
membership dues via PayPal.
https://cmssedgwicksociety.org/membership/jo
in-renew-membership/
The membership year runs from July 1 to June
30. One-year membership fees are as follows:
Regular: $10
Student: $5
Institutional: $25
You can also become a Lifetime Member of the
Society for $200

Newsletter Items:
Please send items for the newsletter to the VP
of Communications: Cynthia Smith
(casmith1800@gmail).
• Short essays about Sedgwick and her contemporaries
• Notes and discoveries from the archives
• CFPs
• Descriptions of recent conference presentations on Sedgwick
• Experience teaching Sedgwick
• Just Read One Sedgwick Story Challenge.
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